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Motivation

● **Purpose**
  ● Demonstrate that Docker can be used in the HPC context
  ● Highlight areas of investigation and development
    ● Authentication, storage, resource access

● **Benefit**
  ● Standard container implementation Docker
  ● Integration with existing orchestration software
    ● Kubernetes, Swarm, Nomad, Mesos
Background

● **Fragmented solution space**
  ● Enterprise: Docker, CoreOS
  ● HPC: Shifter, Charliecloud, Singularity
  ● Orchestrators: Swarm, Kubernetes, Mesos, Nomad

● **Fragmented feature set**
  ● Volumes, networking, authorization, capabilities

● **Fragmented user experience**
  ● CLI options, APIs, usage patterns
Rationale

● Use standard Docker in the HPC context
● Standardization of software implementation
  ● Docker, CoreOS rkt, Shifter, Singularity, Charliecloud
● Integration with existing orchestration software
  ● Kubernetes, Swarm, Nomad, Mesos
● Larger addressable market
  ● Compatibility with existing software

https://www.datadoghq.com/docker-adoption
Investigation

- Docker plugin architecture
  - Authentication
  - Storage
  - Isolation and resources

- Investigate prior studies in this area
  - Authentication
  - Storage

- Collaboration between Cray, Docker, and customers
  - Docker, Cray R&D, Cray customers
Docker Extension Architecture

- Plugins/Drivers
  - Authentication
  - Network
  - Log
  - MetricsCollector
  - Volume
  - IPAM
  - Storage
  - Runtime
Authentication – AuthZ Plugin

```
{
  "name": "policy_1",
  "users": [
    "authclients"
  ],
  "allow_actions": [
    "container_create"
  ],
  "deny_payloads": [
    "Privileged",
    "CapAdd"
  ]
}
```
Storage – Graph Plugin

- Support for diskless nodes
- Shared PFS storage
  - Hybrid approach
  - Overlayfs2 was introduced – Docker 1.12 - 07/28/2016
Isolation & Resources

- Namespace isolation
  - Use virtual resources
  - Drop kernel namespace for device/RDMA access (passthrough)

```sh
docker run --net=host \  
--device=/dev/infiniband/uverbs0 \  
--device=/dev/infiniband/uverbs1 \  
--device=/dev/infiniband/rdma_cm -ti --rm centos radioss.job
```
Authentication

● Enhanced AuthZ CA certificate authentication

# full disclosure (TLS set)
DOCKER_TLS_VERIFY=1
DOCKER_CERT_PATH=$HOME

$ docker run -ti --rm --user=$($id -u) --cap-add CAP_SYS_ADMIN centos date
docker: Error response from daemon: authorization denied by plugin authz-broker:
    action 'container_create' and 'CapAdd' not allowed for user 'client' by policy 'policy_1'.

{"name":"policy_1","users":["client"],"actions":["docker_**","image_**","container_**"], "excl_payloads":["UsernsMode","CapAdd"]}
Storage Graph Benchmarks Results

Image Graph Benchmarks

TEST CASE
- `btrfs`
- `overlay.tmpfs`
- `xfs.loopback`
- `loopback.tmpfs.hybrid`

small files: 512 B
large files: 1,8,32,128 MB

https://github.com/chriskuehl/docker-storage-benchmark
Docker Image Results – Dockerhub
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Docker Image Results – Local Registry
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Conclusions and Future Work

● **Plugin infrastructure**
  ● User enforcement plugin support needed
  ● Storage plugin for shared HPC storage backend support

● **Investigation and collaboration**
  ● Working with Docker, Inc to investigate architectural changes
    ● User enforcement
    ● Shared HPC storage
    ● WLM batch integration
  ● Identify HPC requirements and extensions
  ● Scalability and host resource access
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